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Abstract— Security becomes a very vital part in the development of computer networks, especially in VoIP Communication and Cloud Network. In this final project is implemented Infrastructure As A Service on Cloud Computing system to running a VoIP server and OpenVPN VPN systems, SSTP, and IKEv2 / IPSec as supporting VoIP communications security and Cloud systems. Security aspects will be analyzed VoIP server from DDoS attacks and VoIP communication with sniffing method will then try backing playback RTP packet sent. Included also will be analyzed aspects of performance VoIP communications itself. Scenarios will be done with and without the use of VPN systems.

From the test results it can be concluded that the addition of VPN on the server Asterisk-based Cloud Computing will add aspects of integrity, confidentiality, and authentication on VoIP communications, while the results of measurements of quality of VoIP communications obtained lowest quality of QoS is delay 44 ms, jitter 0.99 ms, packet loss 0% and MOS 4.01. The performance of various VPN systems almost the same and VPN solutions can not only secure communications of VoIP itself but also useful for securing VoIP servers from DoS attacks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computer network technology today is experiencing very rapid growth, where the security becomes a very vital part, and therefore needed a system that could ensure the security of such technology. Virtual Private Network is a teknologi that build a secure network connections to pass through a public network such as the Internet. Voice communication is also an integral part of the telecommunications world. With the development of Internet technology, the discovery of VoIP services. For ease and release the dependence on physical servers, has grown too Cloud Computing technology, which can allow to build server-based VoIP Cloud Computing.

On the other hand communication using VoIP do not have a guarantee of packet data in each voice communication is done, allowing any party that does not have the authority to conduct interception of communications is being done [1]. In the Cloud Computing system is also highly vulnerable to eavesdropping because the cloud system can be used by many people in the Cloud system. Then in need of security methods that include Cloud based VoIP communications security and also include the security of communications with cloud system itself.

There are several systems that can be used to secure VoIP communications, one of them with a Virtual Private Network techniques. In the VPN systems provide encryption features to keep authentication and message integrity, including security in the signaling process, so if the implementation of Virtual Private Network will provide security in VoIP communications. Therefore, in this final task was made a security implementations VoIP communication based on the cloud using Virtual Private Network based on Open VPN, SSTP, and IKEv2 / IPSec to secure the payload sent and process signaling is done so that VoIP communication becomes more difficult to be tapped.

II. BASIC THEORY

A. Cloud Computing

Cloud Computing is a computing technology where all the resources and computer resources be it memory, application processor, network, operating system, which is used presented virtually with pattern remote access so that we could access the service anytime, anywhere as long as we are connected to the Internet network [3].

B. Voice Over Internet Protocol

Voice Over IP is a technology delivery of voice (it is also possible for multimedia data types other) in real time between two or more users / participants to pass through the network using protocols Internet, and exchange of information needed to control the delivery of voice them. [14]

C. Codec

Codec is a technique of encoding sound into digital code that can be sent in a computer network.

D. Quality of Service

QoS is a parameter that indicates the ability of a network to provide services on a variety of technology platforms [7]. There are several parameters of QoS in VoIP communications, Delay, Jitter, Packet Loss, and MOS

E. Virtual Private Network

Virtual Private Network is a private network that uses public infrastructure (typically the Internet for) for connecting between the user and the website [8]. As the name indicates the VPN connection using "virtual" routed through the Internet from a private network to the destination site and the destination user. VPN can work on wireless and wired networks [14]. A VPN maintain data security using multiple security procedures and tunneling protocols [8].

OpenVPN originally developed by James Yonan and is published under the GNU General Public License (GPL). This technique uses several security protocols including SSL / TLS for key exchange. This technique can also be menggunakan various encryption techniques with the most powerful 256bit AES.

Secure Socket Tunneling Protocol (SSTP) is one of the techniques of communication establishment of the VPN tunnel...
which provides a mechanism to send PPP or L2TP traffic passing through the canal SSL 3.0. SSL provides transport-level security with a key negotiation, encryption, and traffic integrity checking. It uses SSL protocol on TCP port 443 that make SSTP can pass through any firewall and proxy.

Internet Key Exchange also called the Internet Security Association and Key Management Protocol (ISAKMP) is the negotiation protocol that lets two hosts agree on how to build an IPsec Security Association security association (SA). IKE creates the cryptographic key used for IPsec authentication, negotiate and distribute the IPsec encryption key, and automatically establish IPsec security associations.

F. Security Aspect

Authentication. This aspect relates to a method for stating that the information truly genuine, people who access or information is really the question, or the server that we contact is really the original server. Confidentiality. The main core aspects of privacy or confidentiality is an attempt to keep the information from people who are not entitled to access the information. Confidentiality is usually associated with the data that is provided to other parties for specific purposes. Integrity. This aspect is emphasized that information should not be altered without the permission of the owner of the information.

G. Denial Of Service

Denial of Service or commonly called DoS is an attack method in a computer network that aims to create a server, network, and transmission overload which make the system dead. There are a few techniques one Ping Flood DoS.

III. PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION

In the process of designing a system, it takes a well-structured scenario. To facilitate the implementation of the required topology design process which helps in understanding the design process to be created.

At this stage of system testing will be conducted the same test on each scenario are:

1. Communication Server VoIP Security Test

This test will be conducted on the ICMP Flood to the server when using VPN or VoIP without using a VPN. Attacks using 2 PCs as DoS Attacker. At maximum condition of each PC attacker will send ICMP packets of 100Mbps to flood the VoIP server and VPN.

2. Test the security of VoIP communications

In the second test will be done tapping on the packets sent by the VoIP technology. Tapping use several tools, wireshark for sniffing VoIP payload, sipcrack and Cain & Abel for a username and password sniffing.

3. Test system performance VPN

In this test will be tested several aspects of performance VPN protocols that Connection Time, Throughput, and the CPU Usage on each protocol VPN, OpenVPN, IKEv2 / IPsec and SSTP.

4. Test the performance of VoIP

In the fourth test will be conducted on a VoIP service performance measurement. As for some of the parameters to be tested in this performance testing, which Opinion Mean Score (MOS), Delay, Jitter and Packet Loss.

IV. TESTING AND ANALYSIS

A. Testing Security Server Cloud against DoS attacks

At this attack will be used throughout the ICMP packet 65500 Byte. With all that, the ICMP data ICMP packets will be split into several blocks with a length of Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) is 1500Byte. With the outbreak of the ICMP packets, the destination server will process return the package to be fragments of ICMP packets a re intact. Due to the ICMP Ping process requires computing processing then ping process will take resources from the server, if the ping is done by many computer then in a certain point there will be downtime because the server can’t accommodate and process the ICMP packets.

Fig. 2 Without VPN Solution

Figure 2 looks at the system without using a VPN solution then existing VoIP server in the cloud server will be able to receive all packets from all IP addresses. So the attacker would be easily attacked by DDoS techniques to the VoIP server that is in the cloud.

Fig. 3 With VPN Solution
On systems using a VPN solution then existing VoIP server in the Cloud server may not receive all the packets of all IP addresses. By doing so, the attacker can’t be attacked with DDoS techniques to the VoIP server that is in the cloud. However, the VPN server as a gateway will still be attacked by DoS techniques. With only one server that can attacked the Cloud Computing system is more resistant than without VPN solutions.

B. Testing Against VoIP Communications Security

At this stage will be tested and analyzed the security of VoIP communication system with and without the system Virtual Private Network. At this stage will be tested some security parameters are Confidentiality, Authentication and Integrity.

Fig 4. Sniffing VoIP communication without VPN solutions

From Figure 4 it can be concluded that without using the VPN solution, Confidentiality aspect and integrity do not apply because its VoIP communications can be stolen, and also aspects Authentication is not apply because usernames and passwords can be stolen.

Fig 5. Sniffing VoIP communication without VPN solutions

From Figure 5 it can be concluded that when using a VPN solution as a firewall, Confidentiality aspect and Integrity will prevail because of its VoIP communications can’t be detected, and also the aspect Authentication valid because usernames and passwords can’t be stolen.

C. VPN Performance Analysis

Testing the connection time

Connection Time is the time for authentication between the VPN client to the VPN server in order to use a VPN connection. This measurement is performed using wireshark software installed on the VPN client. The calculation is done by calculating the difference between the first packet to packet encryption first emerged.

Fig 6. Connection Time

From the measurement results can be seen that the minimum connection time occurs when using connection IKEv2 / IPSec, with a value of 0.102005 ms. Highest when using OpenVPN, with a value of 1.673312 ms. And SSTP are in the middle with a value of 0.638967 ms.

Average packet length measurement

VPN packet length measurement was conducted to determine the packages sent by multiple VPN protocols, OpenVPN, SSTP, and IKEv2 / IPSec. This measurement is performed using wireshark that is installed on the client computer. And will be the average packet sent when using multiple VPN protocols.

Fig 7. Average Packet Length

From the measurement results can be seen that on average the smallest packet sent occurs while using OpenVPN connection, with a value of 239 bytes. Highest when using SSTP, with a value of 313 bytes. And IKEv2 / IPSec are in the middle with a value of 301 bytes.

CPU Usage Testing

CPU Usage is the percentage of resource usage or use server capabilities at a time. Usage cpu measurement aims to determine the effect of the encryption process or encapsulation with the cpu on the VPN server.

Fig 8. Average CPU Usage

From the measurement results can be seen that most low CPU resource usage occurs while the server is running OpenVPN connection, with a value of 1.82%. Peling high when using the IKEv2 / IPSec, with a value of 4.45%. And SSTP are in the middle with a value of 2.56%.

D. Measurement of Quality of Service

In this research will be used parameter one way delay, jitter, packet loss and MOS. Delay, Jitter and Packet Loss can use Wireshark and MOS can r-factor measurement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Without VPN</th>
<th>OpenVPN</th>
<th>SSTP</th>
<th>IKEv2 / IPSec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delay (ms)</td>
<td>4.7202</td>
<td>13.4553</td>
<td>16.4732</td>
<td>44.6941</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jitter (ms) | 0.6327 | 0.5486 | 0.5282 | 0.9911
---|---|---|---|---
Packet Loss (%) | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0
MOS | 4.048 | 4.0406 | 4.0381 | 4.0145

Fig 9. Quality of Service

Seen in Figure 9, the value of Delay when not using VPN protocols obtained at 4.47 ms, while using OpenVPN gained 13.45 ms, while using SSTP obtained at 16.47; and the latter using the IKEv2 / IPSec obtained at 44.59 ms. Although both increase the value of delay, the use of a VPN system still meets the standard delay of less than 150 ms.

Seen in Figure 9, it can be concluded the average variation of the lowest Jitter occurs when VoIP communication is done using SSTP connection. And the highest occurred in the use of IKEv2 / IPSec. Jitter values that arise, without VPN solutions obtained 0.6327 ms jitter, jitter obtained using OpenVPN connection 0.5486, using SSTP connections gained 0.5282 ms jitter, and when using connection IKEv2 / IPSec obtained jitter 0.9911. Jitter occurs despite variations in the use of a VPN connection or not, but the resulting jitter values still meet the standards that must have a value below 1 ms.

Seen in Figure 9, it can be concluded packet loss does not occur in all scenarios. This happens because the simulations done on uninterrupted network or a closed network, so that all packets can be sent perfectly. In the absence of packet loss then VoIP memenui personal communication requirements for use.

Seen in Figure 9, it can be concluded relatively the same MOS value of about 4.01 to 4.03. MOS value arising from the system without a VPN at 4.0480, while using OpenVPN MOS obtained by 4.0406, while using SSTP at 4.0381 can, and when using the IKEv2 / IPSec in may 4014. All MOS calculation results can be concluded that the quality of VoIP based MOS calculation is very good. Slight differences occur because there is a difference in the value of delay.

V. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the process of implementation, testing and analysis, it can be concluded as follows:

Implementation of VoIP-based server in the Cloud Computing Proxmox VE successful. And addition of OpenVPN, SSTP, and IKEv2 / IPSec towards Asterisk server proved safer than the Asterisk servers without using a security protocol when we use tools wireshark, Cain an abel, and SIPTrac as attacking tools. Based on the evidence, OpenVPN, SSTP, and IKEv2 / IPSec provide aspects of Confidentiality, Authentication and Integrity for VoIP communications.

VoIP Server on Cloud has a vulnerability to DoS attacks if without using the VPN solution, this vulnerability can be avoided by implementing a VPN solution that VoIP servers can be hidden behind the VPN server.

On Connection Time measurement, the highest result was obtained when using OpenVPN more than 1 ms. The lowest result obtained when using the IKEv2 with 0.002 ms, and when using SSTP obtained value of 0.168 ms. On the measurement of the average packet length, highest result obtained when using SSTP with an average of 313 bytes. The lowest result obtained when using OpenVPN with 239 bytes, and when using the IKEv2 / IPSec obtained value of 301 bytes. On the measurement of CPU Usage, the highest result was obtained when using the IKEv2 / IPSec with 4.45%. The lowest result obtained when using OpenVPN with 1.81%, and the value obtained when using SSTP 2.56%.

From the scenario of measuring the quality of VoIP communication using G.711 codec uwav, obtained the highest delay occurs when the communication system uses IKEv2 / IPSec in the amount of 44.59 ms. Lowest occurs when not using VPN for 4 ms. When using OpenVPN and SSTP respectively by 14 and 16 ms. All scenarios meets the standard for VoIP communications, below 150ms. And then the largest Jitter occurs when the communication system uses IKEv2 / IPSec is equal to 0.9911 ms. Lowest occur when using SSTP at 0.52 ms. When using OpenVPN and without using a VPN system, respectively for 0.63 and 0.54 ms. All scenarios meets the standard for VoIP communications, namely below 1 ms. Packet loss does not occur there all scenarios. The measurement results show that the MOS MOS relatively equal value that is equal to 4.01 to 4.04 due to differences in delay are also very small. Has concluded that VoIP communications quality was very good.

From the above points can be concluded that the addition of security protocols in Cloud-based VoIP communications will slightly increase the value of delay, while also adding security protocols in VoIP communications impact of impairment MOS. A slight decline in the quality of VoIP communications is inversely proportional to the quality of VoIP communications security itself.
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